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Abstract: This essay explains how to use the calculus of consent framework to think more
rigorously about self-governance, and applies this framework to the issue of evaluating
federal regulatory agencies. Robust political economy is the idea that institutions should
be designed to work well even under weak assumptions about decision-makers’ knowledge
and benevolence. I show how the calculus of consent can be used to analyze both incentives
and knowledge problems. The calculus is simultaneously a theory of self-governance and a
tool for robust political economy analysis. Applying this framework to the case of public
administration leads to the conclusion that private goods (such as medicine) tend to be overregulated, public goods tend to be under-regulated (such as enabling too much pollution),
and regulatory agencies tend to be over-centralized (and should in most cases either be
replaced with certification markets or moved to state level).
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No Bees had better government,
More Fickleness, or less Content:
They were not Slaves to Tyranny,
Nor rul’d by wild Democracy;
But Kings, that could not wrong, because
Their Power was circumscrib’d by Laws.1
I. INTRODUCTION
The scope of public administration has greatly expanded in recent
decades. As the tasks performed by governments have grown in number
and complexity, an increasingly larger number of economic activities
are regulated by rules created by state bureaucracies and by relatively
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independent regulatory agencies. These rules, commonly referred to as
“administrative law,” are an alternative and complement to both the laws
created directly by legislatures and to the common law resulting from the
body of judicial precedents. The increasing reliance on administrative law is
an important and controversial development of modern democracies.2
Independent regulatory agencies (IRAs) are particularly controversial as
they are the least accountable to voters. In both the United States and the
European Union, IRAs have become more numerous, have seen their staffing grow, and have received increasingly larger budgets.3
Should we welcome this development, as a path to greater competency,4
or is this trend worrying? In his classic justification of public administration,
Woodrow Wilson noted that public administration should be “removed
from the hurry and strife of politics … Administration questions are not
political questions. Although politics sets tasks for the administration, it
should not be suffered to manipulate its offices.”5 But, as Aligica, Boettke,
and Tarko6 point out, while eliminating the separation between politics and
public administration would indeed “undermine the goal of building a
competent and professional public administration,” “[i]nsisting too
much on this separation unavoidably makes public administration less
democratic.” Richardson7 argues that the Wilsonian desideratum of
“agency instrumentalism” is not even theoretically possible because the
public administration will unavoidably add its own goals in the process
of establishing its rules and guidelines. Christiano8 defends Wilson’s claim
that politics and public administration can be in principle separated, but he
also notes that, in practice, “the system seems to be set up in a way that
those in the bureaucracy have more power than other citizens to make
2
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for Fiscal Years 2008 and 2009” (Mercatus Center, George Mason University, 2009).
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controversial matters” and “[h]ence, the division of labor in the modern
state seems incompatible with the ideal of equality that animates democracy.”
Democratic capitalist countries use a combination of institutions—markets, civil society, courts, referenda (direct democracy), representative
democracy, federalism, public-private partnerships, independent regulatory agencies, international treaties, and so on—to try, ideally, to maximize
self-governance and provide public goods as efficiently as possible.9 These
institutions, however, can also be (and often are) corrupted, that is, they are
made to serve private interests at the expense of more general interests.
Markets can be made uncompetitive,10 charities are driven by warm glow
rather than effective altruism,11 courts can have persistent biases and overreach their competency,12 democratic elections can suffer from voters’ ignorance and biases,13 the federal system can become overly-centralized and is
vulnerable to inefficient transfers between jurisdictions,14 public-private
partnerships can be a major source of rent-seeking, IRAs can be captured
by private industry and can suffer from the hubris of experts,15 international
treaties can be unenforceable or mere covers for domestic politics, and so on.
How can we best take advantage of all these institutional options, while
minimizing corruption and increasing self-governance? The standard idea
is to have checks and balances between these different institutions, but,
given their diversity and complexity, analyzing the situation is difficult.
To simplify the problem, it is common to compare only two options, for
instance asking whether we should rely more on markets or on politics, or
asking whether government should be more or less centralized. The
9
Vincent Ostrom and Elinor Ostrom, “Public Goods and Public Choices: The Emergence of
Public Economies and Industry Structures,” in The Meaning of American Federalism (San Francisco, CA: ICS Press, 1994 [1977]), 163–97.
10
Roger D. Congleton, Arye L. Hillman, and Kai A. Konrad, eds., 40 Years of Research on Rent
Seeking (Berlin: Springer, 2008).
11
Kevin Simler and Robin Hanson, The Elephant in the Brain: Hidden Motives in Everyday Life
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2018), chap. 12.
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Lon L. Fuller, “The Forms and Limits of Adjudication,” ed. Kenneth I. Winston, Harvard
Law Review 92, no. 2 (1978): 353–409; Jeff King, Judging Social Rights (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2012), pt. II.
13
Bryan Caplan, The Myth of the Rational Voter: Why Democracies Choose Bad Policies (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008); Ilya Somin, Democracy and Political Ignorance: Why
Smaller Government Is Smarter (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2013); Christopher H.
Achen and Larry M. Bartels, Democracy for Realists: Why Elections Do Not Produce Responsive
Government (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2016).
14
James M. Buchanan and Gordon Tullock, The Calculus of Consent: Logical Foundations of
Constitutional Democracy (Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, 1999, reprint [1962]), 200–201, 291–93;
Mancur Olson, “The Principle of "Fiscal Equivalence": The Division of Responsibilities Among
Different Levels of Government,” The American Economic Review 59, no. 2 (1969): 479–87;
Ostrom and Ostrom, “Public Goods and Public Choices”; Vincent Ostrom, The Political Theory
of a Compound Republic: Designing the American Experiment, 3rd. rev. ed. (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 1987); Aligica, Boettke, and Tarko, Public Governance and the Classical-Liberal
Perspective, 166–68.
15
David M. Levy and Sandra J. Peart, Escape from Democracy: The Role of Experts and the Public
in Economic Policy (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2016); Roger Koppl, Expert Failure
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2018).
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analysis of administrative law usually reflects a similar simplified binary
perspective, contrasting administrative law with the legislature. For example, Hamburger16 argues that much of administrative law in the United
States is unconstitutional, and that rulemaking should be returned to Congress. By contrast, others argue that it is unfeasible and/or misguided to
assign these tasks to legislatures;17 and, indeed, Jones18 argues that more
tasks should be assigned to independent agencies. Furthermore, there are
important political economy reasons why politicians have decided to assign
these tasks to regulatory agencies in the first place.19
A better analysis of public administration needs to compare it with more
than just the legislature, asking, for example, which regulatory agencies
could be replaced by more efficient mechanisms, from certification markets to tort law, and, also framing the analysis within a discussion of
federalism. We need to ask not only what alternatives there are to IRAs,
but also about the proper scale at which different problems should be
addressed. For example, should the United States have a federal level
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), or would most environmental
problems be solved more effectively by decentralizing this task to the state
level? Should the U.S. Federal Drug Administration (FDA) exist, or should
we rely instead on a certification market, similar to the way industrial
safety is currently regulated? Is there a simple way to conceptualize such
complex questions?
This essay does not engage in typical policy analysis, but elaborates
instead the constitutional political economy framework of James Buchanan
and Gordon Tullock20 and combines it with the idea of “robust political
economy.”21 The argument goes from general to particular. I first present a
general framework for answering the question “Which institutions should
we use for addressing different types of collective problems?” and then
apply this framework to the specific case of public administration.
Section II describes the calculus of consent framework and the connection
to the idea of self-governance. In my view, the calculus is the best and most
rigorous account of self-governance we currently have. Section III shows

16
Philip Hamburger, Is Administrative Law Unlawful? (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2014).
17
For example, see Jordana and Levi-Faur, The Politics of Regulation; Braithwaite, Regulatory
Capitalism.
18
Jones, 10% Less Democracy.
19
Aligica, Boettke, and Tarko, Public Governance and the Classical-Liberal Perspective, chap. 8.
20
Buchanan and Tullock, The Calculus of Consent.
21
David M. Levy, “Robust Institutions,” Review of Austrian Economics 15, nos. 2–3 (2002):
131–42; Mark Pennington, Robust Political Economy: Classical Liberalism and the Future of Public
Policy (Cheltenham, UK; Northampton, MA: Edward Elgar, 2011); Peter T. Leeson and J. Robert
Subrick, “Robust Political Economy,” The Review of Austrian Economics 19, nos. 2–3 (2006):
107–11; Peter J. Boettke and Peter T. Leeson, “Liberalism, Socialism, and Robust Political
Economy,” Journal of Markets and Morality 7, no. 1 (2012); Mark Pennington, “Robust Political
Economy and the Priority of Markets,” Social Philosophy and Policy 34, no. 1 (2017): 1–24.
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how to use the calculus to better formalize “robust political economy”—the
idea that institutions should be designed to work well even under weak
assumptions about decision-makers’ knowledge and benevolence.
Section IV applies the expanded calculus framework to the case of the
administrative state. The main conclusions are that, compared to what
self-governing persons would choose, the current federal bureaucracy tends
(1) to over-regulate private goods (such as medicine), (2) to under-regulate
public goods (such as enabling too much pollution), and (3) to be overcentralized.

II. THE CALCULUS OF CONSENT AS A THEORY OF SELF-GOVERNANCE
A. Dahl’s self-governance dilemma
Robert Dahl22 highlighted the fundamental problem of self-governance
as follows: “to live in association with others necessarily requires that [one]
must sometimes obey collective decisions that are binding on all members
of the association. The problem, then, is to discover a way by which the
members of an association may make decisions binding on all and still
govern themselves.” Similarly, Buchanan wrote about the “paradox of
‘being governed’, ” and pointed out that “the individual does not enter into
social contract [with others] for the purpose of imposing constraints on
himself,” but in order to “secure the benefits of behavioral limitations on
their part.”23
Living with others brings about significant benefits, but it requires building consensus about how to govern collective affairs, and about what counts
as a collective or private affair, that is, about the legitimate scope of collective decision-making and, conversely, the extent of the private sphere.
Building such a consensus is often far from trivial. It takes time and effort
to discuss matters and to negotiate various possible schemes for compensating losses; and, ultimately, consensus might still be impossible due to
some irreconcilable values.
We can define self-governance as the capacity of a community to live
under rules of its own choice, and to produce social-economic outcomes that
most members of the community find desirable. As Christiano24 puts it,
“[t]he citizens ought to play the role of defining the basic aims the society
ought to pursue and the legislative institutions ought to be concerned with
reconciling the different aims of citizens and defining broad means for
implementing these aims.”

22

Democracy and Its Critics (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1989), 89.
James M. Buchanan, The Limits of Liberty: Between Anarchy and Leviathan (Indianapolis, IN:
Liberty Fund, 1975), 136; see also James M. Buchanan, Ethics and Economic Progress (Norman,
OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 1994).
24
Christiano, “Democracy and Bureaucracy.”
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In a democratic system, self-governance can be undermined in several
ways:
• External interference: an external party, which may have its own
interests (at odds with the interests of the community), establishes
and enforces some rules upon the community—even if most people
in the community disagree with those rules (for example, the federal
government may impose various rules upon states and local jurisdictions, or an IRA establishes rules that most people dislike)—or
imposes uncompensated costs on the community (for example, a
community may be subjected to pollution from a nearby source, or a
jurisdiction may be required to provide financial aid to another);
• Internal polarization: the community may suffer from extreme disagreements with respect to some public issues, and, whatever rules
they establish or decisions they adopt, a large fraction of the community will end up subjected to a rule or decision they disagree with
(for example, conflicts in a local community regarding the use of
public property, such as whether to facilitate industrial development at the expense of the natural environment; or large-scale conflicts about moral issues like abortion, sexuality, foreign policy,
immigration, or income inequality);
• Special interests: the dilemma of “concentrated benefits and dispersed costs” is created by the fact that those suffering the dispersed
costs find it more difficult to organize than those enjoying the concentrated benefits25—as a result, well-organized minorities can
establish rules that harm the less well organized majorities;
• Lack of competence: the community may agree to implement certain
policies that, in fact, lead to consequences opposite to those desired.
Furthermore, in the aftermath of such errors, the lack of competence
may lead the community to misidentify the true causes of the problem, and compound the error by adopting additional failing policies.
Self-governance is valuable because it creates political legitimacy and
enables a more economically efficient system, that is, a system that maximizes preference satisfaction not only with respect to the delivery of various
private goods and services, but also with respect to the overall nature of
society.26 In practice, political legitimacy is also important because it allows
the creation of greater state capacity. If the community trusts its collective

25
Mancur Olson, Logic of Collective Action: Public Goods and the Theory of Groups (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1965).
26
Aligica, Boettke, and Tarko, Public Governance and the Classical-Liberal Perspective, chaps.
2 and 6.
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choice institutions, these institutions will be able to solve more problems,
more cheaply and with fewer conflicts.27
Ideally, all these self-governance problems would be minimized, but, in
practice, trade-offs are present. For example, decentralization allows the
satisfaction of a greater diversity of social preferences,28 but it also generates
larger externalities between jurisdictions and it makes collective decisions
about larger-scale problems more difficult.29 Decentralization also doesn’t
address some of the pervasive causes of moral polarization, which can occur
at all scales, rather than clustering geographically. In such cases, relying on
overlapping civil society organizations and non-territorial governance30
may be better alternatives, but such approaches increase heterogeneity
and often decrease social trust.31 Gerald Gaus refers to the heterogeneity
of values as the “fundamental diversity dilemma” facing all societies aiming
to be self-governing.32
Similar trade-offs affect our reliance on the administrative state. Relying
on experts to devise better policies may improve competence, but it can also
create problems if the experts have their own normative agendas, which
may differ from the values of the community at large, or if experts are
captured by special interests. How can we think about these trade-offs in
a more systematic manner?
B. Bargaining and deliberation when transaction costs are large
In the “Problem of Social Cost,” Ronald Coase33 argued that, setting aside
the option of violence, it should be possible to build consensus and set up
compensation schemes, such that all the gains from trade could be achieved,
as long as transaction costs were low enough.34 In practice, however,
27
Daron Acemoglu and James A. Robinson, The Narrow Corridor: States, Societies, and the Fate
of Liberty (New York: Penguin Press, 2019).
28
Ostrom, The Political Theory of a Compound Republic; Robert P. Inman and Daniel L Rubinfeld, “Rethinking Federalism,” Journal of Economic Perspectives 11, no. 4 (1997): 43–64.
29
Buchanan and Tullock, The Calculus of Consent, chap. 8.
30
Aviezer Tucker and Gian Piero de Bellis, eds., Panarchy: Political Theories of Non-Territorial
States (New York: Routledge, 2015); Aligica, Boettke, and Tarko, Public Governance and the
Classical-Liberal Perspective, chap. 6.
31
Paul Dragos Aligica, Institutional Diversity and Political Economy: The Ostroms and Beyond
(Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2013), chap. 1; Gerald F. Gaus, “Political
Philosophy as the Study of Complex Normative Systems,” Cosmos and Taxis 5, no. 2 (2018):
62–76.
32
Gerald F. Gaus, The Order of Public Reason: A Theory of Freedom and Morality in a Diverse and
Bounded World (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010); Gerald F. Gaus and
Keith Hankins, “Searching for the Ideal: The Fundamental Diversity Dilemma,” in Political
Utopias, ed. Michael Weber and Kevin Vallier (New York: Oxford University Press, 2017);
Gaus, “Political Philosophy as the Study of Complex Normative Systems”; see also Michael
Moehler, Minimal Morality: A Multilevel Social Contract Theory (Oxford; New York: Oxford
University Press, 2018).
33
Ronald Coase, “The Problem of Social Cost,” Journal of Law and Economics 3 (1960): 1–44.
34
Harold Demsetz, “Toward a Theory of Property Rights,” The American Economic Review 57,
no. 2 (1967): 347–59 provided some evidence that institutions internalizing externalities are
indeed created, and argued that property rights emerge to solve this issue. See also David
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especially for large-scale collective problems involving people with diverse
opinions and values, transaction costs are not negligible.
The “calculus of consent” framework proposed by Buchanan and Tullock35 takes these transactions costs into account and provides a theory of
constrained utopia or what David Schmidtz36 has called realistic idealism.
Consensus is valuable, but it does not come cheap. People usually have
better things to do than debate things with no end in sight. Buchanan and
Tullock refer to the opportunity costs involved in this process of reaching
consensus as “decision-making costs.” Decision-making costs become
increasingly larger as more people are included, and as a greater variety
of interests and opinions are given a voice.
Buchanan and Tullock call the harms created by a collective decision its
“external costs,” referring to the fact that the consensus reached within the
decision-making group is inflicting a negative externality upon those who
disagree with that consensus but, nonetheless, have to obey it. The external
costs are suffered both by people within the jurisdiction who disagree with
the decision, as well as by people outside of the jurisdiction, if the decision
has some spillover effects on other jurisdictions. As more of the people
affected by the decision are given a voice and are included in the decision-making process, the external costs decline.
The calculus of consent offers a theory of the highest degree of democratic
inclusion that is worth having, given the difficulties of building consensus.
Ideally, everyone who is affected by the issue would be included in the
deliberation, and compensated if they are subjected to a rule they disagree
with.37 In practice, reaching full consensus is too difficult. Beyond a certain
degree of inclusion, the social gains of inclusion (due to reducing the external costs of the collective choice) become smaller than the increase in decision-making costs involved in the attempt to further expand the consensus.
Friedman, “A Positive Account of Property Rights,” Social Philosophy and Policy 11, no. 2 (1994):
1–16; David Schmidtz, “The Institution of Property,” in The Common Law and the Environment:
Rethinking the Statutory Basis for Modern Environmental Law, ed. Roger E. Meiners and
Andrew P. Morriss (Lanham, MD; Boulder, CO; New York; Oxford: Rowman and Littlefield,
2000), 109–29. Furthermore, even the problem of violence can also be brought into the Coasean
bargaining framework, once we note that conflict is wasteful, and that societies gain from
creating institutions that facilitate conflict-resolution and limit exploitation. See Gordon Tullock, The Social Dilemma: Of Autocracy, Revolution, Coup d’Etat, and War (Indianapolis, IN:
Liberty Fund, 2005); James D. Fearon, “Rationalist Explanations for War,” International Organization 49, no. 3 (1995): 379–414; Jack Hirshleifer, The Dark Side of the Force: Economic Foundations of Conflict Theory (Cambridge, UK; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001). There is
some dispute about whether a “political Coase theorem” exists. See Daron Acemoglu, “Why
Not a Political Coase Theorem? Social Conflict, Commitment, and Politics,” Journal of Comparative Economics 31, no. 4 (2003): 620–52; Michael C. Munger, “Tullock and the Welfare Costs of
Corruption: There Is a ‘Political Coase Theorem’,” Public Choice 181, no. 1 (2019): 83–100.
35
Buchanan and Tullock, The Calculus of Consent.
36
David Schmidtz, “A Realistic Political Ideal,” Social Philosophy and Policy 33, nos. 1–2
(2016): 1–10.
37
James M. Buchanan, “Positive Economics, Welfare Economics, and Political Economy,”
The Journal of Law and Economics 2 (1959): 124–38.
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As such, a self-governing community will want to expand the consensus
group as much as possible, in order to minimize the potential harm of the
collective decision, but not beyond the point where the marginal gains
become smaller than the marginal decision-making costs. This is Buchanan
and Tullock’s solution to Dahl’s self-governance dilemma.
As we increase the level of inclusion, the external costs curve is declining
while the decision-making cost curve is increasing. The optimal level of
consensus, that is, the optimal “decision rule,” is that for which the total costs
are minimized (Figures 1 and 2). Comparing this optimal level of consensus
with the level of consensus provided by our real-world institutions allows us
to draw normative implications about the desirable institutional reforms.
This is a very different approach from the standard cost-benefit policy analysis. The analysis here is done from the point of view of self-governance. We
are asking: How can our institutions governing various collective issues be made
more inclusive?
By contrast, standard cost-benefit policy analysis stipulates an analyst
who is outside the system they are trying to reform, who knows what the
people in the system want, who often knows better than them how their
wants could be best satisfied, and who is altruistically attempting to find
what is best for them. None of these assumptions are even remotely realistic.38 Furthermore, even if one thinks that these assumptions are somewhat
plausible or harmless, they are also not robust: the more power we give to
such presumably altruistic expert reformers, and the less we hold them
democratically accountable, the less likely it becomes that these assumptions will continue to hold.
Buchanan39 described the role of the economist in the self-governance
paradigm as follows: “[T]he political economist is concerned with discovering ‘what people want’ [The economist’s] task is that of locating possible
flaws in the existing social structure and in presenting possible
‘improvements’.” However, in the aftermath of Arrow’s impossibility
theorem, we must accept that “no objective social criterion exists,” and,
hence, “the economist qua scientist is unable to recommend” some objectively “good” reform.40 Instead, the political economist “does not recommend policy A over policy B. [The economist presents] policy A as a
hypothesis subject to testing… . The conceptual test is consensus among
members of the choosing group, not objective improvement in some measurable social aggregate.” Given that people disagree about which are the
most relevant “measurable social aggregates,” the focus needs to be on
consensus.
38
Roger Koppl, “Experts and Information Choice,” in Koppl, Horwitz, and Dobuzinskis,
Experts and Epistemic Monopolies, Advances in Austrian Economics, Volume 17 (Bingly, UK:
Emerald Group Publishing Limited, 2012), 171–202; Koppl, Expert Failure; Levy and Peart,
Escape from Democracy.
39
Buchanan, “Positive Economics, Welfare Economics, and Political Economy.”
40
For a recent review of the literature on this see Achen and Bartels, Democracy for Realists.
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Figure 1. Calculus of consent, high decision-making costs

Figure 2. Calculus of consent, low decision-making costs
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The self-governance perspective is also justified pragmatically. Elinor and
Vincent Ostrom noted that the calculus of consent “gave us basic tools for
acquiring some analytical leverage in addressing particular problems …
about public affairs,” and in particular Buchanan and Tullock’s “principle of
conceptual unanimity gave meaning to what [we] had observed and what
was accomplished.”41 In a nutshell, the “principle of conceptual unanimity”
can be understood as the idea that self-governing groups create institutions
in an inclusive fashion, avoiding inflicting severe external costs on some
members of their community. Self-organizing groups invent collective
choice institutions that lower their decision-making costs such that they
can feasibly increase inclusion and lower the inflicted external costs; that is,
they try to change from a situation like that in Figure 1 to one like that in
Figure 2.
For example, when Elinor Ostrom studied water management in West
Basin, California, she found that adjudicating water rights was driven by
intuitive considerations of “equity jurisprudence,” which can be understood as seeking “to achieve conceptual unanimity in establishing the
nature of the problem, in adjudicating water rights, in formulating the rules
that were constitutive of water user associations, the way they related to one
another, and in monitoring performance.”42 Numerous other studies went
along very similar lines, and with similar conclusions.43
The bottom line is that a focus on self-governance is trying to achieve the
same thing as an honest cost-benefits analysis, but self-governance provides
a better and more reliable policy guideline because it has more realistic
political economy assumptions, and it addresses Gaus’s “fundamental
diversity dilemma” head-on, rather than pretending that we have predefined, objective criteria about what a society should maximize.
C. Optimal inclusion inside and across jurisdictions
What are the steps for deciding how to deal with any particular collective
problem? To answer this, consider a sequence of three institutional choices.
Step 1 is to determine the scale of the potential problem. This depends on
the geographical expanse of the possible negative externalities, and of people’s opinions about what is or isn’t a problem. If there are no negative
externalities, the issue should be left to private decision-making, while
small-scale personal conflicts can be solved privately or via courts. Tort
law can cope with fairly large problems, especially given the possibility of
41
Elinor Ostrom and Vincent Ostrom, “The Quest for Meaning in Public Choice,” American
Journal of Economics and Sociology 63, no. 1 (2004): 105–147.
42
Ostrom and Ostrom, “The Quest for Meaning in Public Choice.”
43
Elinor Ostrom, Governing the Commons: The Evolution of Institutions for Collective Action
(Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990); Elinor Ostrom, Understanding
Institutional Diversity (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2005); Elinor Ostrom, Roy
Gardner, and Jimmy Walker, Rules, Games, and Common-Pool Resources (Ann Arbor: University
of Michigan Press, 1994).
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Table 1. Basic institutional tools for collective decision-making
High accountability

Low accountability

High inclusion

Representative democracy

Direct democracy

Low inclusion

Executive action

Independent regulatory agencies

class action suits, but only if the source of negative externality is easily
identifiable. Local, state, and federal governments, as well as international
treaties, deal with problems occurring at larger scales, which, presumably,
cannot be solved better by private means, by civil society, or by courts.
Having identified the scale of the problem, we move to step 2 (what the
Ostroms and Buchanan call the “constitutional” level of analysis)—deciding what collective choice mechanism to use for subsequently deciding
what to do about the problem. Different collective choice mechanisms
aggregate beliefs and interests in different ways. How inclusive should
collective choice be, given the nature of the problem? For example, we might
decide to do nothing about certain problems, and just live with them; for
other types of problems, we might decide to use a legislature, a public
administration bureaucracy (for example, an IRA) or direct democracy
(a referendum) for creating rules to regulate the issue; and, for other types
of problems, we might have the executive make discretionary decisions.
Each of these institutions is a tool for making collective decisions and has
different degrees of citizen inclusion and accountability to voters (Table 1).
Finally, step 3 is to adopt specific policies for each potential problem. The
collective choice mechanism chosen at step 2 is used to select a policy. For
example, a legislature can decide how healthcare should be provided. Or an
independent regulatory agency decides whether or under what conditions
to allow some activities. A wide variety of policies can be adopted, corresponding to more or less government intervention.44 We can have markets
regulated by tort law, markets regulated by legislation, markets with Pigouvian taxes or subsidies, markets with vouchers, public goods produced via
public-private partnerships, and interventions that range all the way to full
government ownership and control.
The trade-off between external and decision-making costs at the core of
the calculus of consent allows us to think about both the optimal geographical scale at which a problem should be addressed, that is, the size of
jurisdictions, and about the level of inclusion within a given jurisdiction45—that is, it provides an account of the first two steps described above.
The third step is outside the subject of the present paper. I’m not concerned
Ostrom and Ostrom, “Public Goods and Public Choices.”
Buchanan and Tullock, The Calculus of Consent, chaps. 5–8; Vlad Tarko and Kyle
O’Donnell, “Escape from Europe: A Calculus of Consent Model of the Origins of Liberal
Institutions in the North American Colonies,” Constitutional Political Economy 30, no. 4 (2019).
44
45
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here with specific policies, but only about whether we have the proper
institutions, from a self-governing perspective, for making policies.46
The optimal size of the jurisdiction is determined by the size of the interjurisdictional externalities, compared to the costs of building consensus across
jurisdictions. As an example, consider the case of air pollution in California in
the late 1950s.47 At first, the air pollution problem was addressed at the
local level, but the industrial pollution created in one county affected neighboring counties, which meant that a local government might not have
jurisdiction over the cause of the problem. The problem was addressed by
moving the issue from the local to the state level. This has increased the
decision-making costs, as all the different local jurisdictions represented at
the state level would need to reach some degree of consensus, but it was
worth it because the inter-jurisdictional externalities were significant.
We can thus see the calculus as, first of all, a bottom-up theory of the
emergence of federal structures. The extent of inter-jurisdictional externalities and the difficulties of creating consensus and enforcing rules across a
given geographical expanse create naturally-sized jurisdictions.48
Interestingly, markets can also be understood using the same framework.
Private property is simply the limit case of federalism—the case of comparatively small spillovers relative to high decision-making costs. In other words,
private property is the efficient institution either when allowing individuals to
unilaterally decide what to do with their property generates small social costs,
or when the issues are so contentious that trying to build consensus is prohibitively costly. That is, the costs of the collective decision-making are higher
than the costs of the market failure generated by private property.49
Second, once various issues are allocated to different levels of government, we need to decide how to address them. As mentioned earlier, we
have a large variety of institutions at our disposal.50 We can simplify this
complexity somewhat by noting that different institutions implement different effective decision rules. For example, some decisions, such as constitutional changes, have such high potential external costs that they should
be made by super-majorities. Other issues have large enough potential
46
It is common to structure one’s argument the other way around, that is, to have a set of
preferred policies, and then wonder which institutions are most likely to produce those
policies. This would be fundamentally at odds with the ideal of self-governance.
47
Vincent Ostrom, Charles M. Tiebout, and Robert Warren, “The Organization of Government in Metropolitan Areas: A Theoretical Inquiry,” American Political Science Review 55, no. 4
(1961): 831–42.
48
James M. Buchanan, “Justification of the Compound Republic: The Calculus in
Retrospect,” Cato Journal 7, no. 2 (1987): 305–12; Ostrom, The Political Theory of a Compound
Republic; Tarko and O’Donnell, “Escape from Europe”; See also Alberto Alesina and Enrico
Spolaore, “On the Number and Size of Nations,” The Quarterly Journal of Economics 112, no. 4
(1997): 1027–56; Alberto Alesina and Enrico Spolaore, The Size of Nations (Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 2003), who proposed a simplified version of this theory based on a trade-off between the
benefits from economies of scale and the costs created by heterogeneity.
49
See also Buchanan and Tullock, The Calculus of Consent, chap. 5.
50
Ostrom and Ostrom, “Public Goods and Public Choices.”
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externalities that a simple majority is required. Finally, some issues might
have significant potential externalities but resist a broad consensus. Under
such conditions, a lower than 50 percent decision-rule might be optimal,
which is achieved with institutions like courts and IRAs. Emergency situations have even smaller optimal decision rules—the decision-making costs
are too high, while the external costs due to having a small decision group
are small because everyone tends to agree about what needs to be done.
For example, a single person is enough to raise the fire alarm (rather than
requiring a consensus among more people).
D. Public administration from a constitutional political economy perspective
The first to apply the calculus of consent framework to the analysis of
public administration were the Ostroms. They noted that the calculus
indeed makes it possible to justify the less-than-majoritarian decision-making of regulatory agencies and of other state bureaucratic structures, but this
justification is more restrictive than the classic Wilsonian argument in favor
of public administration.51
They first noted that the essential problem is that reduced inclusion leads
to increased expected external costs—the experts are enabled to make a
wide range of decisions under weaker requirements to satisfy popular
preferences. This is justified on knowledge grounds, but the incentive problem cannot be ignored:
The possibility of reducing expected external costs to a low order of
magnitude so that advantage might be taken of the low decision costs
potentially inherent in a bureaucratic ordering can be realized only if
(1) appropriate decision-making arrangements are available to assure
the integrity of substantial unanimity at the level of constitutional
choice, and (2) methods of collective choice are continuously available
to reflect social preferences of members of the community for different
public goods and services. The rationale for bureaucratic organization
in a democratic society can be sustained only if both these conditions
are met.52
The reference to “constitutional choice” refers to the process of choosing the
collective choice mechanism (in this case bureaucratic governance). In other
51
A different, earlier critique was due to Herbert Simon, who argued that various widely
used “principles of public administration” were incoherent, and, hence, enabled discretion. For
an overview of the development of the field of public administration see Ostrom, The Intellectual Crisis in American Public Administration and chapter 4 in Aligica, Boettke, and Tarko, Public
Governance and the Classical-Liberal Perspective. The problem of discretion remains one of the
most active debates regarding administrative law, especially in the aftermath of the “Chevron
deference” Supreme Court decision.
52
Vincent Ostrom and Elinor Ostrom, “Public Choice: A Different Approach to the Study of
Public Administration,” Public Administration Review 31, no. 2 (1971): 203–216.
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words, while bureaucratic governance itself is not very inclusive, the decision to use bureaucratic governance for given issues must have been taken
in an inclusive fashion. Otherwise, the bureaucracy is more likely to be
authoritarian.
The Ostroms’ use of the calculus here implies that IRAs are created too
easily. They are generally created by legislatures using majority voting—
but this is far from being inclusive enough. The decision to use an IRA is a
“constitutional” choice (in the Buchanan-Tullock-Ostrom sense of the
word), and, hence, should be made with near unanimity, because, once
the IRA is created, it enables a small minority to make decisions imposed
on everyone—which has potentially high external costs.
The way to limit such potentially large harms is to achieve a high degree
of consensus when creating the IRA in the first place. The delegation to
administrative law should, thus, be done with super-majorities. Otherwise,
a small majority is creating an agent for itself that is then allowed to make
decisions with even smaller decision-rules. Simple majorities fluctuate over
time. As such, IRAs created by simple majority rule decisions are a tool for
perpetuating a small temporary majority long into the future—a scenario that
is both illegitimate from the point of view of self-governance and economically inefficient (that is, does not accurately reflect the preferences of the
population as time goes on).
The second point highlights the concern that experts might fail to properly reflect broad-based preferences. Moreover, the lack of options that
citizens have in the Wilsonian model of a fully integrated hierarchical
bureaucracy hampers both the ability of citizens to express and reveal
their preferences, and the ability of the public administration to receive
feedback:
The interests of the users of public goods and services will be taken into
account only to the extent that producers of public goods and services
stand exposed to potential demands of those users. If producers fail to
adapt to changing demands or fail to modify conditions of supply to
meet changing demands, then the availability of alternative administrative political, judicial, and constitutional remedies may be necessary
for the maintenance of an efficient and responsive system of public
administration.53
This leads them to argue for an alternative model to the hierarchical bureaucracy—polycentric governance, characterized by “overlapping jurisdictions
so that the larger jurisdictions are able to control for externalities while
allowing substantial autonomy for the same people organized as small
collectivities to make provision for their own welfare.”54 Vincent Ostrom
53
54

Ibid.
Ibid.
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later expanded his critique of Wilsonian public administration55 and further
used the calculus of consent perspective as a foundation for federalism.56
The argument has so far focused primarily on the problem of incentives.
By contrast, the main arguments in favor of administrative law focus on
knowledge. We thus need to bring together the issues of incentives and
knowledge. This is the topic of “robust political economy”.
III. ROBUST POLITICAL ECONOMY
Robust political economy is the attempt to build robust institutions.57 An
institution is considered robust if it works well even if decision-makers lack
perfect knowledge and are not entirely benevolent.58 By contrast, an institution is fragile if it only works well when decision-makers can be trusted not
to be venal, and when accurate information is available. Robust institutions
have checks-and-balances such that decision-makers, even if they are selfinterested, are forced to “do the right thing” by the constraints they face.
Similarly, robust institutions have fairly large margins of error, that is, even
when decisions are made based on flawed information, disaster does not
follow. Moreover, robust institutions have feedback mechanisms not only
with respect to incentives, but also with respect to knowledge—robust
institutions facilitate learning and error correction.59
A. Markets, democracy, and public administration
Markets are a robust institution for the production and delivery of private
and club goods. The profit-and-loss mechanism incentivizes self-interested
entrepreneurs to produce and deliver goods that other people value (hence,
no generosity is needed for the system to work), and to quickly switch
direction when they fail to do so (errors lead to losses, while learning leads
to gains). In other words, the market is robust with respect to both the
incentive problem and the knowledge problem. But what about the production and delivery of collective goods?
55
Ostrom, The Intellectual Crisis in American Public Administration; see also Theo Toonen,
“Resilience in Public Administration: The Work of Elinor and Vincent Ostrom from a Public
Administration Perspective,” Public Administration Review 70, no. 2 (2010): 193–202.
56
Ostrom, The Political Theory of a Compound Republic.
57
Pennington, Robust Political Economy; Pennington, “Robust Political Economy and the
Priority of Markets”; Leeson and Subrick, “Robust Political Economy”; Boettke and Leeson,
“Liberalism, Socialism, and Robust Political Economy.”
58
Levy, “Robust Institutions.”
59
Michael Wohlgemuth, “Democracy and Opinion Falsification: Towards a New Austrian
Political Economy,” Constitutional Political Economy 13, no. 3 (2002): 223–46; Paul Dragos
Aligica and Vlad Tarko, “Institutional Resilience and Economic Systems: Lessons from Elinor
Ostrom’s Work,” Comparative Economic Studies 56, no. 1 (2014): 52–76; Peter J. Boettke, Vlad
Tarko, and Paul Dragos Aligica, “Why Hayek Matters: The Epistemic Dimension of Comparative Institutional Analysis,” Advances in Austrian Economics 21 (2016): 163–85; Peter J. Boettke,
F. A. Hayek: Economics, Political Economy and Social Philosophy (London: Palgrave Macmillan,
2018).
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Broadly speaking, democracy is superior to nondemocratic collective
choice mechanisms on the same robustness grounds. On the one hand,
the election process incentivizes politicians to care about what voters want,
and the process works even if we assume that politicians are self-interested
—even if they care only about being elected or reelected, they still have to
pay attention to what voters want. By contrast, authoritarian regimes only
work well if the rulers happen to be benevolent. On the other hand, in a
democracy, policy errors reduce the chances of reelection. Voters punish
politicians for bad outcomes even when voters themselves have little
knowledge about why the bad outcomes have happened. Following
Hayek,60 Wohlgemuth61 and Boettke, Tarko, and Aligica62 argue that this
epistemic feedback affects even voters. The democratic process enables not
only politicians to learn what voters want and how to best deliver it, but,
over the medium to long term, it also enables voters to learn what kind of
policies to support or reject. By comparison, in authoritarian regimes, rulers
are more shielded from the consequences of their errors, and the lack of
voice for the population at large also means that errors do not increase
public knowledge more broadly.
This, of course, is a somewhat idealized picture of democracy,63 as in
practice we face the self-governance problems mentioned earlier, but it does
provide a robust political economy argument in favor of democracy over
autocracy. As such, considering that administrative law is a move in the
direction of less inclusive decision-making, it provides a prima facie concern
about it.
Administrative law is justified by two primary knowledge-related arguments. First, the general public, as well as the political representatives, may
not have the required technical knowledge. Second, even if they may have
the knowledge, politicians often face the incentive to focus on the shortterm, and may inflict significant long-term costs. The typical example is the
Central Bank. On the one hand, monetary policy is a highly technical
subject, and, on the other hand, even if politicians know that causing high
inflation is economically unadvisable, they would still be temped by the
short-term benefits that would increase their reelection prospects.64
Such concerns become even stronger if we think that policies should be
justified by “public reason.” Kogelmann and Stich65 note that “[t]here are
many kinds of disputes in which persons find themselves, but not all such
disagreements are reasonable and thus instances of reasonable pluralism.”
60
F. A. Hayek, The Constitution of Liberty (Chicago: University Of Chicago Press, 1960),
chap. 7.
61
Wohlgemuth, “Democracy and Opinion Falsification.”
62
Boettke, Tarko, and Aligica, “Why Hayek Matters.”
63
Achen and Bartels, Democracy for Realists.
64
An extensive literature on “political business cycles,” that is, the economic fluctuations
caused by political events like elections, shows that this is not just a theoretical concern.
Lawrence White, The Theory of Monetary Institutions (Malden, MA: Wiley, 1999), chap. 9.
65
Kogelmann and Stich, “When Public Reason Falls Silent.”
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The typical members of the general public (or of the legislature for that
matter) do not have the knowledge to form informed, and, hence, reasonable positions about advanced public policy disputes. As such, Kogelmann
and Stich argue that “[p]ublic reason requires citizens appeal to reasons and
thus scientific and social scientific considerations that all can accept or
endorse, but the administrative state is desirable precisely because such a set
of reasons does not exist” (emphasis in the original).
The calculus of consent framework differs from this public reason perspective on at least two accounts. First, as far as the calculus of consent is
concerned, it does not matter whether disagreements are “reasonable” or
not. What matters is the cost of reaching agreement.66 Second, while the
Rawlsian version of public reason67 assumes that consensus needs to be
achieved by discussion and deliberation, the calculus of consent allows any
method of persuasion (except threats and violence), including monetary
compensation or any other form of compensation.68 Indeed, the book is
somewhat notorious for its defense of logrolling.
Apart from these differences in philosophical assumptions, Kogelmann
and Stich’s69 conclusion is driven by the error of considering an overly
restrictive set of possible institutions. Their assumption is that all collective
issues need to be decided either by direct democracy, legislature, or by an
IRA. First, even if we agree that IRAs are required because of the expertise
problem, we still have to decide the optimal level at which to set up the IRA
within the federal system. The expertise required to identify the scale of a
problem, or whether we should just live with the problem, is much smaller.
Second, market alternatives exist,70 and markets often use information much
better than even the best experts.71 The decision whether to use markets or
experts can and should be debated democratically. As mentioned, IRAs
would be less problematic, if they were originally set up with a supermajority decision-rule.
66
Perhaps we can define the “unreasonable” as people who increase the collective choice
decision-making costs so much that it is inefficient to include them. For example, see Buchanan,
“Positive Economics, Welfare Economics, and Political Economy.” One can even see this as a
quantitative method for deciding who should be ignored. Indeed, Vlad Tarko and Santiago
José Gangotena (“Freedom of Association and Its Discontents: The Calculus of Consent and the
Civil Rights Movement,” in Including a Symposium on Ludwig Lachmann, vol. 37B, Research in
the History of Economic Thought and Methodology [Bingley, UK: Emerald Publishing Limited, 2019], 197–221) argue that the calculus of consent justifies the marginalization of bigots
because giving them voice increases both external and decision-making costs, as well as the
“spillovers of hate” across communities.
67
As opposed to Gaus, The Order of Public Reason.
68
Gerald F. Gaus and John Thrasher, “James Buchanan and Gordon Tullock, the Calculus of
Consent,” in The Oxford Handbook of Classics in Contemporary Political Theory, ed. Jacob T. Levy
(Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2017).
69
Kogelmann and Stich,“When Public Reason Falls Silent.”
70
Aligica, Boettke, and Tarko, Public Governance and the Classical-Liberal Perspective, chap. 8.
71
Robert L. Axtell, “Economics as Distributed Computation,” in Meeting the Challenge of
Social Problems via Agent-Based Simulation, ed. Takao Terano, Hiroshi Deguchi, and Keiki
Takadama (Tokyo: Springer, 2003), 3–23; Robin Hanson, “Shall We Vote on Values, but Bet
on Beliefs?” Journal of Political Philosophy 21, no. 2 (2013): 151–78.
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B. A calculus of consent account of the trade-off be tween type I and type II errors
The original calculus of consent framework was focused entirely on the
incentive problem. This limitation was partially addressed by Elinor
Ostrom72 who discussed how learning may change the cost curves. In what
follows, I’m providing an adaptation of the classic graphs (like Figures 1
and 2) to the knowledge problem.
From a knowledge perspective, we have two main possible costs. On the
one hand, we might adopt a bad policy (false positive). On the other hand,
we might fail to adopt a good policy (false negative). In practice, we want to
minimize both errors, but we face the typical trade-off between type I and
type II errors.
If this is a collective choice, the higher the level of inclusion (that is, the
more people are involved in the decision and who can veto it), the higher
the likelihood of false negatives and the lower the likelihood of false
positives. The inclusion of more people, and, implicitly, of greater epistemic diversity, leads to fewer bad policies,73 but this is not without a cost—
good policies might not be adopted because too many people need to be
convinced. The optimum level of inclusion, based on minimizing the costs
due to both types of errors is the minimum of the total costs curve
(Figure 3).
Putting together the incentive problem and the knowledge problem, we
need to consider the total costs, adding the two U-shaped costs, and find the
minimum of this total, as illustrated in Figure 4.
Any institution fails in certain ways, which means that the de facto cost
curves embedded in that institution differ to some extent from the idealized
self-governing cost curves (which would include everyone affected). In the
social contract framework of Buchanan and Tullock, the correct curves are
those evaluated behind a veil of uncertainty, where negotiating agents don’t
know their real-world positions, and, hence, rules are assessed on their
merits, rather than based on narrow self-interest.
To make use of this framework for analyzing a specific institution (such as
the public administration) we need to evaluate the actions of decisionmakers within that institution and the two types of feedback mechanism
they face. On the one hand, how do the informational feedback problems
work? Relative to a social contract hypothetical optimum, do they shift the
false positive or the false negative curve (or both), and in which direction?
On the other hand, what incentive problems do decision-makers face?
Again, relative to a social contract hypothetical optimum, do these incentive
problems shift the decision-making costs curve or the external costs curve
(or both), and in what direction?
72
“Some Postulated Effects of Learning on Constitutional Behavior,” Public Choice 5, no.
1 (1968): 87–104.
73
Scott E. Page, The Difference: How the Power of Diversity Creates Better Groups, Firms, Schools,
and Societies (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2007).
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Calculus of consent model applied to knowledge problems

Calculus of consent account of robust political economy
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In the next section, I illustrate this type of analysis to the question of the
likely failures of public administration with respect to regulating private
goods and public goods. I argue there that public administration corresponds to the two least ambiguous cases, where the knowledge problem
effect and the incentive problem effect act in the same direction.
IV. INCENTIVE AND KNOWLEDGE PROBLEMS IN THE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
To apply the robust political economy framework to public administration we need to ask about possible failures with respect to knowledge and
incentives. A key observation that is not commonly appreciated is that
various parts of the public administration (and various IRAs) face different
problems depending on whether they are concerned with public or private
goods. In this section, I first consider the regulation of private goods, then
the regulation of public goods, and finally the problem of federalism.
A. Regulating private goods
Consider first the problem of rent-seeking and regulatory capture for private goods. Examples include the regulation of medicine, hospitals, or food.
In the case of private goods, rent-seeking operates in the direction of reducing competition—incumbents, especially if they are large firms that can
afford the costs of regulatory compliance, will support increased regulations
as that will reduce their competition. For instance, in thirty-five states in the
United States, new hospitals or clinics require “certificates of need”—that is,
in order to be allowed to open, they need to demonstrate that their services
are “needed”—and this permission needs to be granted by the existing
hospitals.74 In the calculus framework, increased regulation amounts to a
higher decision rule, meaning that there are more possibilities for someone
to veto the activity.
This is indeed what the standard calculus of consent cost curves analysis
predicts. The increased regulation, preventing competition, has dispersed
costs, but concentrated benefits. These benefits (negative costs) are included
in the idealized social contract external costs curve, but not in the de facto
external costs curve. In other words, the external costs curve is increased
relative to the social contract hypothetical, which causes the decision rule to
increase (Figure 5). This corresponds to activities of IRAs that regulate
private goods, like the FDA, the Consumer Product Safety Commission
or the Securities and Exchange Commission.
We can use the same Figure 5 to understand the knowledge problem. In
the case of IRAs that regulate private goods, they are more likely to suffer
74
Thomas Startmann, “Certificate-of-Need Laws: How CON Laws Affect Spending, Access,
and Quality Across the States,” Mercatus Center, August 28, 2017, https://www.mercatus.
org/publications/corporate-welfare/certificate-need-laws-how-con-laws-affect-spendingaccess-and-quality.
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from false positives (that is, adopt bad policies). For example, the FDA has
harshly restrictive safety procedures for medicine because the incentive
structure of the agency tends to make it very risk-adverse—if they approve
medicine that later proves harmful, they will suffer a serious public relations
scandal, but if they do not approve safe medicine, this goes unnoticed,
despite the large social cost of keeping valuable medicine off the market.
Aligica, Boettke, and Tarko75 note that this is not the case with certification
markets, because private certifiers have both financial benefits from approving activities, and financial costs from errors. The FDA has the same cost, but
not the benefit, hence its bias. Certification markets do not suffer from the
same knowledge problem that affects IRAs.
In the case of IRAs that regulate private goods, both the rent-seeking
problem and the knowledge problem point in the same direction—they
are likely to overregulate the market. The main alternative in this case is
the combination between certification markets, insurance, and tort law. In a
certification market, either for-profit firms or non-profits sell certification to
producers, in return for these producers satisfying the safety criteria
required by the certifiers. The market for certifiers is setting the trade-off
between false positives and false negatives. Producers want to obtain the
certification in order to increase demand for their good, lower their insurance costs, and lower their risks of being sued.
75

Aligica, Boettke, and Tarko, Public Governance and the Classical-Liberal Perspective.
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The FDA has been pressured to streamline the approval process of some
drugs, for instance, as a result of the AIDS crisis, but this is still a much
weaker type of incentive, as compared to profit maximization in a market.
Some attempts to mimic the market incentives have been made, in particular with the Prescription Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA), which allows the
FDA to collect fees from manufacturers in return for speeding up the
approval process. However, in the absence of certification alternatives to
the FDA and the right to ignore the FDA, the PDUFA is nothing but a rentextraction scheme. The FDA overregulates the market, and then sells the
privilege of being less regulated to some firms.
B. Regulating public goods
Consider now the case of IRAs that regulate public goods, such as the EPA
or the Federal Reserve.76 A dramatic case that can serve as the paradigmatic
example of a failure of environmental regulation is the Deepwater Horizon
oil spill in 2010. As a result of the disaster, BP paid record damages of $18.7
billion. The actual clean-up costs, however, have been almost three times
larger. One can wonder why BP hasn’t been required to pay the entire costs
(and further damages), as would normally have happened under regular
tort law. The answer is that damages are capped by law. This is an example
of socializing risks and privatizing benefits. If the Deepwater Horizon
disaster had not happened, BP would have pocketed the entire profits from
the oil extraction. But the risks for that activity have been partially passed on
to taxpayers. This incentivizes riskier activities than under standard tort
law. Why would we have such rules?
In terms of the calculus of consent curves, socializing the risks means that
the governing costs of the activity are raised, that is, the costs of agreeing
about what the rules are and of enforcing the rules increase. This is because
the decision about how to manage risks, instead of being confined to the
firm and the insurance market, is spread more broadly. By contrast, the
external costs are not changed—the risks and the potential damage remain
the same. Raising decision costs leads to a decrease of the decision rule; that
is, public goods are under-regulated (Figure 6).
Once again, matters are similar when we consider the knowledge problem. The situation under these circumstances is the reverse of the private
goods case. If an environmental disaster occurs, the EPA doesn’t suffer
much—it is the private firm that takes the bulk of the blame. By contrast,
it is the environmental regulations that are now visible—with regulations
76
For an account of the market alternatives to central banking see White, The Theory of
Monetary Institutions; Alexander William Salter and Vlad Tarko, “Polycentric Banking and
Macroeconomic Stability,” Business and Politics 19, no. 2 (2017): 365–95; Alexander William
Salter and Vlad Tarko, “Governing the Banking System: An Assessment of Resilience Based on
Elinor Ostrom’s Design Principles,” Journal of Institutional Economics 15, no. 3 (2019): 505–19.
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being easily blamed for reduced economic activity. As such, the EPA is more
likely to engage in false negatives (that is, to not adopt good policy).
The main alternatives in this case are tort law (which would not socialize
the risks) and federalism. As described, the problem here is that decisionmaking costs are too elevated. Decentralization would be a way to decrease
decision-making costs, and, hence allow agreement to form for the higher
level of regulation—compensating for the bias mentioned above.
Relying on tort law for environmental regulation is sometimes held as a
possible alternative to the EPA.77 While tort law can indeed sometimes
work—the Erin Brockovich case is a famous example—there are some good
reasons to be skeptical that it could provide a reliable general alternative. As
noted by Fuller,78 courts are not particularly good institutions for making
decisions that affect numerous people, with diverse interests, and who are
not represented in the courtroom. That is precisely the situation in many
environmental circumstances. Historically, common law has also not been
particularly efficient at protecting the environment.79 This is partly because
pollution is often due to numerous dispersed sources, rather than a few
identifiable sources that can be sued, and it is partly because courts have
77
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often sided with industry in the name of “development,” downplaying
environmental and health costs.
It is thus not surprising that governments at various levels have created
environmental regulations. This is largely in response to a combination of
market and court failures. This being said, it is still highly debatable whether
a federal-level environmental agency is the best approach.
C. Why administrative law tends to be overcentralized
The case of environmental protection is interesting to evaluate from the
point of view of federalism. If we consider the theory of federalism sketched
in Section I, subsection C, it is not at all obvious that the federal level is the
proper scale for environmental policies. With a few exceptions, like nuclear
testing in the atmosphere during the Cold War or the ongoing global
warming problem, most environmental externalities are relatively contained geographically, and, hence, having a federal-level EPA seems to
artificially increase decision costs with little benefit.80
Unfortunately, this problem of overcentralization is inherent in all collective choice by majority rule (rather than by the optimal decision rule). As
noted by Buchanan and Tullock,
simple majority voting tends to cause a relative overinvestment in the
public sector … [because] majority-voting rule allows the individual in
the decisive coalition to secure benefits from collective action without
bearing the full marginal costs.81
This is the flip side of the standard argument according to which public
goods tend to be underproduced by markets because of free riding. In this
case, instead of free riding on the benefits, one is free riding on the costs by
encountering only a fraction of the costs, and, hence, an oversupply occurs.
Public goods are underproduced by markets, and overproduced by majority-rule collective decisions.
A simple everyday version of this problem is the restaurant problem.
Suppose a group goes to a restaurant. One possibility is for each of them to
pay for their own meal. This aligns costs and benefits at the individual level.
Another possibility is for them to split the check equally. This leads the
group to overspend, as each individual has the incentive to order a more
expensive meal. This is a Prisoner’s Dilemma. The optimal group choice
would be for no one to over-order, but the best situation for an individual is
80
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for them to over-order, while the others don’t. This creates a temptation to
defect from the optimal collective choice, leading to the worst-case situation
in which everyone over-orders (or at least some do).
The same situation occurs when people vote on a problem—the costs are
shared. Similarly, when states centralize, say, environmental protection,
they will overspend on it. But the situation is even worse here. In the
restaurant problem individuals at least get a better meal. In the EPA case,
the states get worse environmental protection, as compared to what decentralized state-level EPAs would provide, because the federal-level EPA
creates a one-size-fits-all policy, which does not in fact fit all.
Generally speaking, centralizing IRAs (such as the EPA), leads to overspending for their services. And, if the externalities between states are in fact
small, that is, the federal-level agency is not justified from a calculus of
consent perspective, the service delivered by these federal-level IRAs will
also be lower quality than the hypothetical state-level alternative.Vincent
and Elinor Ostrom note that
Costs must be proportioned to benefits if people are to have any sense
of economic reality. Otherwise beneficiaries may assume that public
goods are free goods, that money in the public treasury is “the government’s money,” and that no opportunities are forgone in spending that
money. When this happens, the foundations of a democratic society are
threatened.82
Buchanan and Tullock argue that, under the above logic, legitimate reasons
for transfers between jurisdictions can quickly get out of hand:
[S]uppose that the issue confronted is that of providing federal funds to
aid the depressed coal-mining area of West Virginia. For such a measure the levy of special taxes on citizens of West Virginia would be selfdefeating. Nevertheless, it is relatively easy to see that, if such aid is to
be financed out of general tax revenue, a veritable Pandora’s box may
be opened. Depressed fishing villages along the Gulf coast, depressed
textiles towns in New England, depressed automobile production centers in Michigan, depressed zinc-mining areas in Colorado, etc., may all
demand and receive federal assistance. As a result excessive costs will
be imposed on the whole population.83
I discuss elsewhere84 various methods that can be employed for reducing
the scale of this problem. Some of these methods have been adopted by both
the United States and the European Union for partially containing the abuse
Ostrom and Ostrom, “Public Goods and Public Choices,” 186–87.
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of transfers toward local and state levels (the main method is to require copayments from recipient states). I mention this to highlight that the problem
is in fact recognized and taken seriously in certain contexts. The problem has
not, however, been given its deserved prominence in discussions about the
administrative state and the desirability of centralized IRAs.
Before concluding I should briefly mention a concern that is often raised
when decentralization is advocated. Wouldn’t this lead to a race to the
bottom? There are two points to consider.
First, the optimal situation is one of diversity, rather than of one-size-fitsall. As such, decentralization will lead to, say, weaker environmental protection in some areas, but stronger protections in others. Tiebout competition works reasonably well,85 and, even considering its imperfections, it
remains a better mechanism for making such allocative decisions than
centralized decision-making. Centralized decision-making lacks the proper
local knowledge to make such decisions well, and it is also subject to federallevel politics, which often leads to inefficient and unequitable decisions. For
example, from a self-governance perspective, who should decide whether
to drill for oil in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, the U.S. federal government or the Alaskan government?
Second, as argued earlier, the IRAs tend to underregulate public goods. As
such, the overall effect of decentralization (on average) should be to increase
environmental regulations and the regulation of other public goods. In the
absence of significant negative externalities between jurisdictions, giving a
say to outsiders of the affected jurisdiction is a departure from self-governance, and it tends to downplay the costs. For example, outsiders of a
jurisdiction will have the incentive to vote in favor of oil drilling: they would
experience the benefits (lower gas prices), but not the possible costs (only the
locals would suffer from these). Centralizing such decisions thus gives a say
to people who shouldn’t have a say, and, predictably lowers environmental
protections.
V. CONCLUSION
The analysis of administrative law in general, and of independent regulatory agencies in particular, needs to consider many possible alternatives.
The legislature is not a viable alternative to administrative law, but neither is
it the only possible alternative. Certification markets can replace the activities of agencies that regulate private goods, especially in conjunction with
insurance markets and tort law. The regulation of public goods is more
difficult. We might consider tort law, which would probably provide
85
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stronger regulations than the existing ones. But tort law only works for a
limited range of cases. Federalism should also be considered more carefully,
especially bearing in mind the inherent logic that tends to push majoritarian
democracies toward overcentralization. This means that many activities are
probably overcentralized at the moment.
Existing federal-level IRAs are too undemocratic—alternative (marketbased or federalist) institutions that are more inclusive, and allow the
coexistence of a greater diversity of views and preferences, are not just
feasible, but would predictability have lower external costs than IRAs.
Low-inclusivity institutions like IRAs can be justified from a self-governance perspective only if the decision-making costs involved in the alternative institutions are prohibitive. But this is not the case with IRAs, once we
consider market-based or federalist alternatives.
The main case for IRAs rests on the importance of expertise. This is a good
argument against using the legislature or direct democracy. By contrast,
both markets and decentralized polycentric systems (federalism and common law) tend to have superior capacity to aggregate knowledge and make
new discoveries. Centralized systems based on few experts are not particularly well suited to make best-informed decisions on a reliable basis.
Furthermore, when errors are made, everybody is affected. In decentralized
systems, errors are contained to a smaller scale, are easier to identify
(because one can compare to other jurisdictions), and, when one jurisdiction
suffers the consequences of a bad decision, help is usually available from the
other jurisdictions.86
The concept of self-governance is in many ways subtle and complicated.
The present essay argued that we can get quite far in the analysis and
conceptualization of self-governance by using the calculus of consent framework, even if it does not account for many social choice complications (for
instance, the ways in which a voting process can be manipulated by agenda
control, strategic voting, and so on). Interestingly, although the framework
was initially developed purely in terms of incentive problems, it can also be
easily used to make sense of the trade-off between type I and type II errors,
as applied to policy errors. As such, the calculus can be used as the fundamental framework for “robust political economy”, that is, for institutional
analysis that takes into account both the possibility that the decision-makers
are self-interested rather than benevolent, and the possibility that they have
access to less-than-perfect information.
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